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Synchronous Membrane Potential Fluctuations
in Neurons of the Cat Visual Cortex

among the thalamus, cortex, and brainstem reliably pre-
dicted exploratory whisker twitching (Nicolelis et al.,
1995).

Ilan Lampl*, Iva Reichova, and David Ferster
Department of Neurobiology and Physiology
Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois 60208 Within the visual cortex, correlated spike activity has

been observed under different conditions (Toyama et
al., 1981a, 1981b; Ts’o et al., 1986; Engel et al., 1991a,
1991c; Freiwald et al., 1995; Nowak et al., 1995). Be-

Summary cause they rely exclusively on extracellular recordings,
however, these studies do not reveal the subthreshold

We have recorded intracellularly from pairs of neurons events leading to the synchrony. For example, the sub-
less than 500 mm distant from one another in V1 of threshold synaptic inputs to cells with highly correlated
anesthetized cats. Cross-correlation of spontaneous firing could be highly uncorrelated for long stretches but
fluctuations in membrane potential revealed signifi- punctuated by brief synchronous bursts of suprathresh-
cant correlations between the cells in each pair. This old input. Alternatively, synaptic inputs could be corre-
synchronization was not dependent on the occurrence lated for long, continuous periods. In addition, synchro-
of action potentials, indicating that it was not caused nous inputs could interact strongly with a neuron’s
by mutual interconnections. The cells were synchro- intrinsic firing properties to shape the exact nature of
nized continuously rather than for brief epochs. Much the correlations in output (Mainen and Sejnowski, 1995;
weaker correlations were found between the EEG and Stevens and Zador, 1998). In general, then, what pattern
intracellular potentials, suggesting local, rather than of correlation in the inputs to two cells is required to
global, synchrony. The highest correlation occurred generate a particular pattern of spike synchrony? A first
among cells with similar connectivity from the LGN step in understanding the sources of correlated firing is
and similar receptive fields. During visual stimulation, to study correlations in subthreshold activity.
correlations increased when both cells responded In this study, we have recorded intracellularly in the
to the stimulus and decreased when neither cell re- cat visual cortex from pairs of neurons with overlapping
sponded. receptive fields and found that subthreshold fluctua-

tions in membrane potential were significantly corre-
lated in every pair, in many pairs to a very high degree.

Introduction Several important features of the subthreshold syn-
chrony were observed. (1) The cells were synchronized

Traditional studies of cortical information processing, not only during the occurrence of synchronous spikes,
whether centered in sensory or motor systems, have but continuously during the entire recording period. (2)
focused primarily on the activity of single neurons. It The spontaneous synchronized activity was rarely ac-
has long been thought, however, that a more complete companied by oscillations. (3) In most pairs, the time
understanding of the brain will come from recording lag between the synchronous activity in the two cells
activity from populations of neurons, rather than from was less than 5 ms. (4) Correlation was also stronger
one neuron at a time. In many sensory and motor areas, between cells with similar synaptic connectivity (mono-
there is now evidence that the relative timing of spikes or polysynaptic) from relay cells of the LGN. (5) The
in groups of neurons can encode information beyond spontaneous correlation was stronger in pairs of neu-
what is carried by the spike trains of single cells. rons with similar receptive field type (simple or complex)

In the retina (Meister, 1996) and cortex (Ghose et al., than in pairs with dissimilar types. (6) Increasing the
1994), for example, synchronous spikes in adjacent pairs firing rate of two highly correlated cells (by injecting
of neurons can define a receptive field consisting of positive current into both cells) evoked synchronized
small overlapping regions of the receptive fields of the firing. The width of the resulting spike correlograms was
two individual cells. In the visual cortex, it has been three to ten times narrower than the width of the mem-
suggested that synchronous firing in cells with widely brane potential correlogram (four pairs). (7) Visual stimuli
separated receptive fields can signal that the two fields that simultaneously activated two complex cells evoked
are being stimulated by parts of the same object (Engel stronger and temporally more precise correlations than
et al., 1991b). In the auditory system, synchronous firing did stimuli that activated neither cell (two pairs).
signals the duration of stimuli even while the firing rates These observations, that subthreshold inputs to nearby
of individual neurons have returned to spontaneous lev- neurons are strongly correlated and that the correlations
els (deCharms and Merzenich, 1996). Changes in neu- depend on the receptive field properties and connectiv-
ronal synchrony in the motor system have been seen to ity of the neurons, have significant implications for the
anticipate specific behavioral states (Vaadia et al., 1995; role and origins of synchronized activity.
Murthy and Fetz, 1996; Riehle et al., 1997). In the rat
trigeminal somatosensory system, oscillatory synchrony

Results

We recorded from 64 pairs of cells, for a total of 114* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: i-lampl@
nwu.edu). cells (some cells were members of more than one pair).
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Figure 1. Spontaneous Membrane Potential
Fluctuations Are Synchronized in Neigh-
boring Cortical Cells

(A) Spontaneous activity (10 s) recorded intra-
cellularly from a visual cortical neuron. Spikes
are truncated.
(B) Simultaneously recorded membrane po-
tentials from two cells, along with the EEG.
The top trace (cell 1) is the same cell as in
(A), but with a steady current (20.34 nA) in-
jected to suppress firing. Cell 2 was located
approximately 500 mm from cell 1. The EEG
was recorded from cranial screws 1.5 cm dis-
tant from the recorded cells. The two neurons
are highly synchronized.
(C) Membrane potential histograms for cell 1
constructed from 30 s of data recorded with
and without injected current. The 0 nA histo-
gram is copied in gray and shifted to the left
for comparison with the 20.34 nA histogram.
(D) Power spectra for 30 s traces from cell 1
obtained with and without current injection.
The similarities in the two histograms and in
the two power spectra suggest that the mem-
brane potential fluctuations are not critically
dependent on the intrinsic voltage-sensitive
properties of the cell.
(E) Cross-correlation between cell 1 and cell
2 (with cell 1 as the reference).
(F) Cross-correlogram between digitally high-
pass filtered (5 Hz Butterworth) records from
cell 1 and cell 2 (black curve), together with
the cross-correlogram between high-pass fil-
tered recordings of cell 1 and the EEG (gray
curve).

The horizontal distance between the cells in each pair been previously described in striatal neurons (Wilson
and Kawaguchi, 1996; Stern et al., 1998) and are alsowas less than 500 mm; the average vertical distance

between them was 350 6 39 mm (all means are reported evident in recordings from cerebral cortex (Steriade et
al., 1993). More specifically, they can appear in V1as mean 6 SEM). In 17 pairs, receptive fields were

mapped by hand-held projector and were found to be (Douglas et al., 1991) where visual stimulation can affect
the statistics of the membrane potential shifts (Fersterat least partially overlapping. The correlation analysis

described in this study was performed primarily in the and Carandini, 1996).
An example of large spontaneous fluctuations in mem-absence of spiking. In some pairs, we reduced the firing

rate by continuous injection of hyperpolarizing current. brane potential is shown for a cortical cell in Figure 1A.
The cell fires relatively slowly (z4/s), and the membraneCells that still had high firing frequency with an injection

of 22 nA or greater were excluded from analysis, as potential swings through a 15 mV range, spending much
of its time in a relatively depolarized state. Smaller ampli-were cells with slow drifts in the membrane potential or

with heartbeat or respiration artifacts. When persistent tude, fast fluctuations, which occasionally give rise to
spikes, ride on top of the depolarized state but arespindle activity was present in the EEG, we sometimes

observed similar waves in the intracellular recordings. largely absent from the hyperpolarized state.
We found large variability in the pattern of the sponta-These pairs were also excluded (see below).

In contrast to recordings obtained in vitro, the mem- neous fluctuations: the depolarized states range in dura-
tion from 50 to 1000 ms and show large variability inbrane potential of neurons recorded in vivo shows vigor-

ous spontaneous synaptic activity (Pare et al., 1998). amplitude. It has been suggested that these fluctuations
either have synaptic origins (Wilson and Kawaguchi,This activity is characterized in some of our recorded

cells by low-frequency shifts between two distinct levels 1996; Plenz and Kitai, 1998; Stern et al., 1998) or that
they arise from intrinsic voltage-sensitive mechanismsof the membrane potential separated from one another

by 10 mV or more. These “up” and “down” states have (Ferster and Carandini, 1996; Wilson and Kawaguchi,
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1996). If the latter, hyperpolarization of the membrane compare the cell-to-cell and the cell-to-EEG correla-
tions more fairly, therefore, we digitally high-pass fil-by current injection should change the temporal pattern

of activity. When negative current was injected into cell tered the intracellular potentials with a cutoff frequency
of 5 Hz and recalculated the cell-to-cell correlation (Fig-1 in Figure 1A, a mean hyperpolarization of 15.6 mV was

induced (Figure 1B, upper trace) and the cell ceased ure 1F, black line). The cross-correlation curve after fil-
tering is narrower, as expected from exclusion of lowto fire, but the large membrane potential fluctuations

remained and were very similar in character to the activ- frequencies. Nevertheless, the strength of correlation
between the cells after filtering (0.79) is almost as highity recorded without injected current: the membrane po-

tential histograms in Figure 1C show similar shapes, as that for the raw data. The synchronized activity in the
cells is therefore not limited to low-frequency membraneexcept for the clear, current-induced shift in the mean

level. Neither did the current injection have a significant potential fluctuations.
The correlation within a single pair of neurons ofteneffect on the dynamics of the fluctuations in membrane

potential, as can be observed from the similarities of changed over time. In Figure 2A, the membrane potential
from one cell pair is shown for three different 1 s epochsthe power spectra plotted in Figure 1D. Similar results

to Figure 1 were obtained in a total of 15 cells, sug- taken from a 30 s recording. The cross-correlograms
for these epochs are shown in Figure 2B. The cells weregesting that the subthreshold membrane potential fluc-

tuations arise not from intrinsic voltage-dependent most strongly correlated during T2 (middle traces in
Figure 2A); both cells in the pair either depolarized ormechanism, but largely from synaptic input.

A second observation points to the synaptic origin of hyperpolarized simultaneously. In the other epochs (T1
and T3), some potentials that developed in one cell werethe spontaneous activity: the activity in the cell in Figure

1A was highly synchronized with the activity in a second absent from the other. These changes in synchrony are
reflected in the peak amplitude of the correspondingcell located less than 500 mm away (Figure 1B). Almost

every large swing in membrane potential in one cell is correlograms (0.54, 0.74, and 0.33 for T1, T2, and T3).
The variability in synchrony over time for the full 30 saccompanied by a similar event in the other cell. Since

neither cell spiked during the recordings, the source of of recording is shown in Figure 2C, where the peaks of
the cross-correlograms constructed from each 1 s ep-these events must be extrinsic to the two cells, and not,

for example, recurrent synaptic connections between och are plotted as a function of time. The considerable
variability in the extent of synchrony indicates short-them or voltage sensitive mechanisms intrinsic to either

cell. term dynamic changes in network activity. On a longer
time scale, however, synchrony is more stable: theIf the large spontaneous events are synaptic, the

question immediately arises as to the location of the cross-correlation calculated from the entire 30 s epoch
(Figure 2D, black line) differs little from that of other 30presynaptic neurons. Are they in V1 near the recorded

cell, or perhaps in other cortical areas, or outside the s records (data not shown).
Among the different cell pairs, we found large variabil-cortex entirely? If the synchrony encompassed different

cortical areas, for example, we would expect to find the ity in the width and peak of the cross-correlations. The
range of variability is illustrated for four cell pairs inrecorded cells to be synchronized with the electroen-

cephalogram (EEG). We therefore recorded the EEG in Figure 3. The pair in 3A, for example, showed minimal
synchronization: the correlogram from a full 30 s of datathe opposite hemisphere (between electrodes at L3, P5

and L3, A10) at a distance of approximately 1.5 cm from (thick black line) shows only a small peak (amplitude:
0.15), and the correlogram from the illustrated 2 s tracesthe intracellular electrodes (Figure 1B, third trace): there

is no strong correlation between the EEG and intracellu- showed no clear peak at all. The second pair of cells
(Figure 3B) is more synchronized, as can be seen bylarly recorded membrane potentials.

To quantitate the extent of the synchrony between inspecting the traces, and the correlograms calculated
both from the 2 s traces and from the full 30 s of re-the cells in a pair and between the cells and the EEG,

we computed the cross-correlation between the signals cordings show a clear peak (amplitude: 0.39). The third
pair of cells (Figure 3C) is more correlated still (correlo-(Figures 1E and 1F). The peak of the correlogram of the

two cells (Figure 1E) is high (0.87), indicating that a large gram peak amplitude: 0.62), even though the amplitude
of the membrane potential fluctuations in each of theproportion of the variance of the two traces is synchro-

nized. Note that the amplitude of the cross-correlogram two cells is smaller than that of the second cell in Figure
3B. Finally, the cells of the last pair (Figure 3D) werereflects only the degree of synchrony between traces

and not their absolute amplitudes since each trace was extremely well synchronized (correlogram peak ampli-
tude: 0.83) with the two traces appearing almost iden-first normalized by its standard deviation (see Experi-

mental Procedures). The correlogram is centered around tical.
A summary of the variability in correlation among thezero time delay, indicating a near-zero time shift be-

tween the membrane potential fluctuations in the two cell pairs is shown in Figure 4A. For each of the 64
correlograms, we measured the peak absolute valuecells.

The correlation between the membrane potential of within a time window of 6200 ms from zero lag. The
average absolute value of the correlation strength wascell 1 and the EEG (Figure 1F, gray line) is much weaker

than that between the cells (Figure 1E). There is, how- 0.40 6 0.02 (range: 0.11 to 0.83). Five pairs were nega-
tively correlated with an average strength of 20.14 6ever, one complication inherent in comparing the cell–

cell correlations and cell–EEG correlations: the EEG sig- 0.01. That is, a depolarization in one cell was associated
most often with a hyperpolarization in the other. Thenal was high-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of 1

Hz, whereas the intracellular potentials were not. To amplitudes of these negative correlations were at the
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Figure 2. Changes with Time in the Extent of
Subthreshold Synchrony between Cells in a
Pair

(A) Traces (1 s) recorded simultaneously from
two cells at three different times.
(B) Normalized cross-correlograms for each
pair of traces in (A) (upper cell as reference).
A large variability in the degree of synchrony
over time can be observed.
(C) The peak values of the normalized cross-
correlograms calculated from 30 consecutive
1 s epochs. Arrows point to the three epochs
shown in (A).
(D) Cross-correlogram of the entire 30 s
(black curve). The gray curve is the cross-
correlogram of the same data after 1 s epochs
of the second trace were randomly shuffled.

low end of the range, however, and of these five, four constructed from the same 30 s of data as the solid
curve in each case, but with 1 s portions of the secondhad large delays (135 6 4 ms). For comparison, a histo-

gram of the peak correlation between one cell in each cell chosen in random order with respect to the first.
The shuffled correlograms contain no obvious peak atpair and the EEG is also plotted in Figure 4A. These

correlations are much weaker than the correlations be- the time of the peak in the nonshuffled correlogram,
indicating that the correlations we have observed dotween cells (mean absolute value: 0.11 6 0.01).

The range of the widths of the cell–cell cross-correlo- not occur by chance.
As a further measure of the significance of the peakgrams was large (8 to 92 ms, mean 48 6 2 ms, measured

at half amplitude), and the widths were related to correla- value of the correlograms, we repeated the shuffling
procedure 250 times with a different shuffling sequencetion strength such that pairs that were more synchro-

nized tended to have broader correlation (Figure 4B). each time. We then measured the value of these 250
shuffled correlograms at the time lag of the peak of theThe time lag between the cells was usually close to zero

(Figure 4C), with 80% of the pairs having lags smaller unshuffled correlogram. For no pair of cells did any of
these 250 values exceed the amplitude of the peak ofthan 5 ms. The median time to peak was 2.8 ms.
the unshuffled correlogram. In all 64 pairs, therefore, the
correlations observed were significant to the p , 0.004Measures of Random Correlation
level. We also performed the shuffling procedure for theAn important question raised by any observation of cor-
correlations between one cell in each pair and the EEGrelated signals is whether the correlations are statisti-
and found that 57 of the 64 correlation peaks were signif-cally significant. Even if the membrane potential of the
icant to the p , 0.004 level.two cells fluctuated completely independently, some

synchrony is bound to occur simply by chance. To as-
sess the amount of correlation that we would expect to The Properties of Synchronized Neurons

What distinguishes cell pairs with a high degree of syn-appear between two completely independent cells, we
constructed shuffled correlograms for each pair (Figures chrony? Might they be located in particular layers of the

cortex? Do they have similar functional properties? To2D and 3A–3D, gray lines). The shuffled correlogram was
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Figure 3. Variability among Cell Pairs in the Extent of Subthreshold Synchrony

Left: 2 s simultaneous recordings from four different pairs of cells.
Right: cross-correlograms of the traces illustrated on the left (thin curves), together with cross-correlograms of 30 s recordings (thick curves),
and cross-correlograms of the same 30 s recordings after shuffling (gray curves).

address this question, we characterized the recorded larger synchrony (0.44 and 0.57) than the heterogeneous
group (0.26). No difference in correlation width wascells and compared their properties to the peaks of their

cross-correlograms. found between the different populations. Although we
used 2.5 ms as the dividing line between mono- andLatency of the Response to LGN Stimulation

It has been shown previously that only some cells in the polysynaptic groups, the exact number was not critical
to the results. We found that separating the cells at anyprimary visual cortex receive monosynaptic input from

the LGN, while others receive only polysynaptic input time between 2.0 ms and 2.5 ms revealed very similar
statistical results (data not shown). Thus, the synchronyvia other cortical interneurons. The two groups of cells

differ in their latencies to LGN stimulation (Figure 5A), in the visual cortex is higher among cells with similar
connectivity from the LGN than it is among cells withwith monosynaptically connected cells having shorter

latencies. While there is some overlap in latency be- different connectivity.
Receptive Field Typetween the two populations (Ferster and Lindstrom,

1983), most cells with monosynaptic connections have To identify receptive field types from the response to
drifting gratings, we compared the mean componentlatencies shorter than 2.5 ms, and those with only poly-

synaptic connections have latencies longer than 2.5 ms (F0) and the first harmonic (F1) of the membrane poten-
tial response at the grating drift frequency (Skottun et al.,(Ferster and Lindstrom, 1983; Martin and Whitteridge,

1984a, 1984b). The distribution of latencies to LGN stim- 1991). Hand-generated plots of receptive field structure
confirmed the presence of on and off subregions in theulation in 110 cells is shown in Figure 5B. We divided

the population into two groups, “m” and “p,” depending receptive fields of simple cells classified with drifting
gratings. The 17 pairs in which both cells’ receptive fieldon whether their latencies were greater or less than 2.5

ms. Consistent with this classification is our observation types were identified were assigned to one of three
distinct groups, and the average correlation peak forthat the short latency responses jittered much less than

the long latency responses (Figure 5A). The cell pairs in each group is shown in Figure 5D. (Since only one pair
of two simple cells [s/s] was recorded, it was not in-which latencies were measured for both cells (49 pairs)

were assigned to three groups, in which both cells re- cluded in the analysis.) Pairs in which both cells are
complex (c/c) were found to be on average more syn-ceived mono- or polysynaptic input (m/m and p/p) or

one cell received monosynaptic and the other cell poly- chronized (0.46) than pairs consisting of one simple and
one complex cell (s/c) (0.22). This result may be relatedsynaptic input (m/p). The peak correlation for all pairs

in a group were then averaged (Figure 5C). The two to the relationship between synchrony and geniculate
connectivity, since complex cells were more likely tohomogenous groups (m/m and p/p) had significantly
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Figure 5. Dependence of Membrane Potential Synchrony on Con-
nectivity and Receptive Fields Types

(A) Superimposed responses to electrical stimulation of the LGN.
The latency to the evoked synaptic response of the first cell (“m”)
is 1.8 ms, while for the second cell (“p”) the latency is 2.9 ms.
(B) Histogram of latencies of synaptic responses evoked in 110
cortical cells by electrical stimulation of the LGN. Cells were sepa-
rated into two groups, “m” (monosynaptic) and “p” (polysynaptic),
depending on whether their latencies were longer or shorter than
2.5 ms (dashed line).
(C) Average correlation peaks for three groups of pairs: m/m pairs
in which both cells had short latencies (n 5 20); m/p pairs in which
only one cell had a short latency (n 5 17); p/p pairs in which both

Figure 4. Variations in Synchrony within the Sample Population cells had long latencies (n 5 12). The m/m and the p/p groups are
significantly different from the m/p group (p , 0.001, ANOVA test,(A) Histogram of the cross-correlation peaks for the 64 cell pairs in
and post hoc Scheffe test with significance level of 0.05).our sample (filled bars) and for one cell from each pair and the
(D) Cells were characterized as either simple or complex, and thesimultaneously recorded EEG (empty bars).
average correlation peaks were calculated for two groups of pairs,(B) The relationship between width of cross-correlation (full-width
s/c (n 5 4) and c/c (n 5 12). We did not have sufficient number ofat half-height) and cross-correlation peak amplitude. Linear regres-
s/s pairs for a significant measure of their synchrony. A significantsion (r2 5 0.21; p , 0.0005, ANOVA test) shows mutual dependency
difference was found between the two groups (t test, p , 0.05).of the two parameters.
Error bars are 6 SEM.(C) A histogram of the absolute times of the peaks of cross-correlo-

grams for all pairs (N 5 64). All parameters were calculated from 30
s traces.

To investigate the relationship between the synchro-
nized subthreshold activity of the cells and correlated
spiking, we applied spike-triggered averaging to the rec-

receive long latency inputs (.2.5 ms) from the LGN ords used to generate the spike correlograms of Figure
(13/16), whereas simple cells are more likely to receive 6B. In Figures 6C and 6D, we used each cell’s spikes
monosynaptic input. to average its own membrane potential, and in Figures

6E and 6F, we used one cell’s spikes to average the
membrane potential of the second cell. In each case,Spike Synchrony and Subthreshold Synchrony

How do the subthreshold correlations in membrane po- the spikes (except at time 0 in Figures 6C and 6D) appear
at less than their full amplitude because of the averaging.tential affect the synchrony of spikes between two cells?

To address this question, we first recorded the sub- Given that the membrane potential in the two cells is
strongly synchronized, it is not surprising that all fourthreshold activity from two strongly correlated cells

while suppressing spikes in each cell by hyperpolarizing of the spike-triggered averages resemble one another,
no matter which spikes serve as the trigger and whichcurrent injection and constructed the cross-correlogram

of their membrane potentials (Figure 6A). We then ap- membrane potential is averaged. Spikes occur symmet-
rically around the peak of the membrane potential inplied positive current to induce firing in both cells (z7

spikes/s). The cross-correlogram constructed from an each case. What was not expected (though see Discus-
sion) is that the synchrony in firing is almost four times85 s recording of spikes in the two cells shows a peak

centered near 0 ms (Figure 6B, black curve). The shuffled narrower than the corresponding spike-triggered aver-
ages in Figures 6E and 6F (22 ms width compared tocorrelogram (gray curve) obtained by adding 1 s to the

spike times of one of the cells prior to performing the 80 ms).
Another example of the relationship between syn-cross-correlation excludes the possibility that the peak

in the correlogram arose by chance. chrony in membrane potential and synchrony in firing
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Figure 6. Correlated Firing in a Pair of Cells with Correlated Sub- Figure 7. Correlated Firing in a Second Pair of Cells with Correlated
threshold Activity Subthreshold Activity
(A) Cross-correlogram of the membrane potential in two nearby (A) Cross-correlogram of the membrane potentials from a pair of
cortical cells (30 s traces). The cells were hyperpolarized with in- cells recorded while the cells were hyperpolarized to prevent firing.
jected current to suppress action potentials. (B) The spike cross-correlogram for the spontaneous firing of the
(B) Black line: cross-correlogram of spikes in the two cells recorded cells (black line) is much narrower (1.8 ms) than the cross-correlo-
while both cells were depolarized with injected current. The width gram of membrane potentials (17.5 ms). The gray line is the cross-
of the correlation at half amplitude from baseline was 22 ms, and correlogram calculated after shifting one cell’s spike times by 1 s.
the time of the peak 23.5 ms as obtained from Gaussian fit (data (C and D) Spike-triggered average of the membrane potential of
not shown). Gray line: cross-correlogram of spikes after spike times each cell, triggered from its own spikes ([C], 273 trigger spikes; [D],
in one cell were shifted by 1 s. 93 trigger spikes).
(C and D) Spike-triggered average of the membrane potential of (E and F) Spike-triggered average of the membrane potential of
each cell, triggered from its own spikes. ([C], 30 trigger spikes; [D], each cell triggered by the other cell’s action potentials ([E], 273
27 trigger spikes). trigger spikes; [F], 93 trigger spikes).
(E and F) Spike-triggered average of the membrane potential of In (C)–(F), only records containing no spikes other than the trigger
each cell triggered by the other cell’s action potentials. ([E], 22 spikes were included in the averages.
trigger spikes; [F], 25 trigger spikes).

the across-cell averages (Figures 7E and 7F), with the
trigger spikes occurring either on the rising phase ofis shown in Figure 7. The membrane potential cross-

correlogram (Figure 7A), obtained while suppressing the potential (Figure 7E) or at the peak (Figure 7F).
(The small potentials at time 0 in the across-cell aver-spikes with hyperpolarizing current, was much narrower

than in the previous cell. When the hyperpolarizing cur- ages are spike artifacts of electrical coupling between
the two electrodes.) Since the potentials start before therent was removed, synchronized firing appeared, and

the cross-correlogram of spikes (Figure 7B) showed a trigger spike, and there is no clear inflection after the
trigger spike, it is unlikely that these correlated poten-clear peak at 21.0 ms, corresponding closely to the

delay in the membrane potential correlations (21.5 ms). tials, or the correlated spikes in Figure 7B, are generated
by synaptic input between the two cells, but insteadAs in the previous example, however, the width of the

spike cross-correlogram (1.8 ms at half amplitude) was arise from common input from other cells.
much smaller, in this case almost ten times smaller, than
that measured for the membrane potential (17.5 ms). Effect of Visual Stimulation on Correlations

Our results so far indicate that the subthreshold activityThis extremely narrow peak in the spike correlogram
with 1 ms delay might suggest that cell 2 received mono- of neighboring complex cells in V1 is highly synchro-

nized in the absence of visual stimulation. To understandsynaptic excitatory input from cell 1. The spike-triggered
averages of membrane potential in the two cells sug- how the correlation between cells is affected by visual

stimulation, we recorded from three pairs of complexgested otherwise, however (Figures 7C–7F). The within-
cell averages (Figures 7C and 7D) showed in both cases cells while presenting drifting gratings of different orien-

tations. The pair in Figure 8 was typical of our samplea clear rise in potential just prior the spikes. So also did
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Figure 8. The Effect of Visual Stimulation on Membrane Potential Synchrony between Neighboring Complex Cells

(A) Simultaneous intracellular records of spontaneous activity from a pair of highly synchronized complex cells.
(B) Traces recorded from the same cells during the presentation of sinusoidal drifting grating (2 Hz, 0.54 cycles/degree, 64% contrast).
(C) Expanded 0.5 s epoch from (B).
(D) Cross-correlograms for traces in (A) (curve a) and (B) (curve b). During visual stimulation, the peak in the correlogram decreases slightly
and at the same time narrows significantly.
(E) Individual frequency components contribute differently to spontaneous (a) and visually evoked (b) synchrony. To obtain these curves, the
traces from each cell were first digitally high-pass filtered (Butterworth, fourth order) at 50 different frequencies between 0 and 25 Hz. The
cross-correlation (normalized by the standard deviations of the unfiltered traces) was then calculated for each filter frequency. The value of
each of the 50 resulting correlograms was measured at the time of the peak in (D) (1 ms for spontaneous activity and 22.5 ms for visually
evoked activity). These values were differentiated with respect to filter cutoff frequency and plotted in (E).

in showing slow correlated fluctuations in membrane filtered at 5 and 5.5 Hz will give an indication of the
contribution of the 5–5.5 Hz frequency band to the over-potential in the absence of visual stimulation (Figures

8A and 8D, curve a). When a 2 Hz drifting grating near the all correlation of the signals. This number can be either
positive or negative. The resulting curves are shownpreferred orientations for the two cells was introduced

(Figures 8B and 8C), both cells responded with a steady in Figure 8E for the spontaneous and stimulus-evoked
responses from Figures 8A and 8B. During spontaneousdepolarization (upper cell, 4.3 mV; lower cell, 3.0 mV)

and an increase in the small amplitude, high-frequency activity, low frequencies (0.5–3 Hz) are the major contrib-
utors to synchrony, with a secondary contribution atcomponents of the traces. At the same time, the slow

fluctuations characteristic of the spontaneous activity 4–10 Hz. During visual stimulation, the contribution from
the very low-frequency components is decreased signif-were largely suppressed. These changes in the domi-

nant frequency components of the traces are reflected icantly, and the secondary peak shifts to between 10 and
20 Hz. Visual stimulation clearly changes the temporalin the 2.6-fold reduction in the width of the correlogram

(Figure 8D, curve b). Nevertheless, the two cells are still characteristics of the synaptic events that contribute to
synchronization.highly correlated, with only a modest (14%) reduction

in the peak amplitude of the correlogram compared to The effect of changing stimulus orientation on the
correlation between two complex cells is illustrated inthe spontaneous records.

To determine which frequency components of the re- Figures 9A–9E. The orientation tuning curves (Figure
9A) indicate that the preferred orientations of the cellssponses contributed to synchrony, we high-pass filtered

the traces at 50 different cutoff frequencies between 0 differed by 308. Gratings of different orientations were
then presented for 30 s at each of ten orientations. Theand 25 Hz and calculated the cross-correlation between

the filtered signals. The relationship between cutoff fre- dependence of the peak amplitude and width of the
correlograms on orientation is shown in Figures 9B andquency and correlation peak was then differentiated

with respect to frequency. For example, the difference 9C. Correlations became stronger and up to 3-fold nar-
rower than the spontaneous level (horizontal lines) whenin the correlation strength between traces high-pass
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Figure 9. The Effect of Stimulus Orientation
on Membrane Potential Synchrony in Two
Pairs of Complex Cells

(A) Orientation tuning curves of the mean
change in membrane potential (relative to
rest) in two simultaneously recorded complex
cells. Tuning curves were measured from re-
sponses to 4 s presentations of sinusoidal
drifting gratings (2 Hz, 0.54 cycles/degree,
64% contrast) at 12 different orientations.
(B) Closed symbols: peak amplitude of the
cross-correlation calculated for 30 s re-
sponses to gratings at ten different orienta-
tions. Open symbols: peak amplitude of the
cross-correlation calculated after the record
from one cell was shifted in time by one stimu-
lus period (0.5 s). The horizontal line repre-
sents the correlation peak measured during
spontaneous activity.
(C) Width of the peaks of the cross-correlo-
gram as a function of stimulus orientation.
The horizontal line represents the width of the
cross-correlogram peak calculated from the
spontaneous activity.
(D and E) Sample cross-correlograms for two
different stimulus orientations.
(F–H) Same as (A)–(C) for a second pair of
complex cells.

both neurons responded strongly to the stimulus, and described in neostriatal (Wilson and Kawaguchi, 1996)
and corticostriatal neurons (Wilson et al., 1983). Moreweaker when neither cell was responding. Sample cor-

relograms for two different orientations are shown in recently, similar potentials have been observed in motor
cortex (Contreras et al., 1996), and hints of these fluctua-Figures 9D and 9E. Figure 9D shows some oscillatory

activity at a frequency of 25 Hz, but oscillations of this tions are visible in records from V1 neurons published
by Douglas et al. (1991 [see their Figures 5, 8, 14, andtype were relatively rare in our sample, having been

observed in only four pairs. 17]). Unlike the corticostriatal neurons, however, the
neurons in our study did not always show two distinctResults from a second pair of complex cells are shown

in Figures 9F–9H. As for the previous pair, the correlation membrane potential states and appeared to be more
irregular in duration (Ferster and Carandini, 1996).peaks are slightly higher than the spontaneous level for

stimuli that evoked activity in both cells, and lower for Some previous experiments suggested that these
large and slow spontaneous events occur simultane-orientations at which neither cell responded. The widths

follow opposite trends. In a third pair of neurons (data ously in a large number of neurons within a cortical
column. Ferster and Carandini (1996) showed that in thenot shown), we found no clear effect of stimulus orienta-

tion on the degree of correlation. visual cortex, spontaneous intracellular fluctuations in
membrane potential are highly correlated with the localOne concern that arises from Figure 9 is that the stimu-

lus might affect the correlation between the two cells field potential. The local field potentials are in turn corre-
lated with spikes in individual neurons and with opticallyby evoking membrane potential changes in each cell

that are phase locked to the stimulus cycle. These sig- detected spontaneous neuronal events that cover sev-
eral millimeters of the cortical surface (Arieli et al., 1995).nals in the two cells would in turn be phase locked

to each other and give rise to orientation dependent While these experiments suggest that nearby neurons
changes in synchrony. To test for this possibility, we are highly correlated, the correlation appears not to ex-
measured the correlation between the two cells after tend far beyond a small region of cortex: we found only
shifting the potential record of one cell in time by one weak correlations between intracellular membrane po-
stimulus cycle. The correlation in this case drops signifi- tential and the EEG recorded some distance away. On
cantly and does not vary with orientation. The changes rare occasions, stronger correlations were observed,
in synchrony, then, are stimulus related, but not stimulus but these were limited to periods during which large
locked. numbers of spindles were present in the EEG.

Amzica and Steriade (1995b) have observed, in con-
Discussion trast to our results, that low-frequency fluctuations in

membrane potential can be strongly correlated over
large regions of the cortex, and even across hemi-Origins of the Slow Fluctuations

of Membrane Potential spheres (Contreras and Steriade, 1995). There are im-
portant differences between their results and ours, how-In our recordings, the largest correlations in membrane

potential occurred between cells that showed large and ever. The frequencies of the underlying potentials that
contribute to the correlations in their records are farslow spontaneous fluctuations in their membrane poten-

tials (Figures 3A–3D). These fluctuations are highly remi- slower than reported here. Consequently, the widths of
the correlations that Amzica and Steriade and Contrerasniscent of bimodal fluctuations in membrane potential
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and Steriade reported are up to ten times wider than Whatever initiates the activity that we observe, the
propagation of the activity is likely to be supported bythose we have observed. Second, the correlograms pre-

sented in these papers show strong periodicity at low the intralaminar and lateral intracortical connections
within the cortex. These connections are densest andfrequencies (,1 Hz), a feature that was not present in

our records. Third, Contreras and Steriade (1997) have project for long distances in the supra- and infragranular
layers (Gilbert and Kelly, 1975; Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989).reported that long-range, very low-frequency correla-

tions are strengthened by placing the animal in a deeper A role for lateral connections within the cortex in syn-
chronizing activity among cells is supported by Amzicastate of anesthesia, whereas we made an attempt to

keep the animals under light surgical anesthesia. So and Steriade (1995a). When they inactivated the cortex
between two neurons separated by 15 mm with lido-while the two sets of observations may share similar

mechanisms, there is a clear difference in the spatial caine injections, the correlation between the neurons
was greatly reduced. While our neurons were muchextent and temporal dynamics of correlations in our

experiments and in those of Steriade and his colleagues. closer together (,500 mm), it is possible that similar
mechanisms are at work.These results raise the question of whether slow fluc-

tuations in membrane potential, and therefore strong The synchrony between cells present during visual
stimulation may arise from the same mechanisms ascorrelations among neurons, perhaps do not occur in the

awake animal, but are an artifact of anesthesia. Several synchrony in spontaneous activity. The drifting gratings
that we employed generate a massive stimulus-lockedpieces of evidence speak against this possibility. (1) The

correlation between intracellular potentials and the EEG synchrony in LGN relay cells and cortical simple cells.
This phase locking, however, is not directly responsibleis weak. (2) The membrane potentials that are the basis

for much of the correlation between cells are not depen- for the synchrony among complex cells (Figure 9). Thus,
the synchrony among complex cells in the presence ofdent on the choice of anesthetic agent. Membrane po-

tentials similar to those we have observed have been visual stimulation likely arises from local mechanisms,
perhaps through the same lateral connections men-reported in neocortical cells using pentothal (Douglas

et al., 1991; the current study), ketamine/xylazine (Pare tioned above. But if spontaneous and visually evoked
synchrony arise from the same circuitry, what causeset al., 1998), Saffan (Douglas et al., 1991), and urethane

(Wilson and Kawaguchi, 1996). In addition, we have seen the narrowing of the correlograms that occurs in cells
that are responding vigorously to a stimulus (Figures 8strong correlations using urethane and halothane (in

collaboration with Drs. Amos Arieli and Amiram Grin- and 9)? One possibility might be related to visually
evoked decreases in neuronal input resistance (Borg-vald). (3) The correlations are not limited to the lowest

frequency components of the intracellular signals that Graham et al., 1996, 1998; Hirsch et al., 1998). A de-
crease in input resistance would result in a decreaseare most strongly affected by anesthetic (Figures 1E

and 1F). (4) Wilson and Groves (1981) recorded from in time constant, which could filter out low-frequency
synaptic events and lead to a narrowing of the peak inawake rats and observed the fluctuations without any

anesthetic at all. (5) Arieli has found (Arieli et al., 1996, the cross-correlogram.
Soc. Neurosci., abstract) that events in the local field
potential recorded from the motor cortex, which in visual

Synchrony among Subpopulationscortex are correlated with large fluctuations in the mem-
of Cortical Neuronsbrane potential, are related to reaction times in awake,
In the absence of visual stimulation, some cortical neu-behaving monkey performing a motor task. Neverthe-
rons are highly correlated with one another while othersless, the question remains as to whether the strong
are less so. What cell properties determine whether amembrane potential correlations that occur in anesthe-
group of cells will correlate with one another? Synchronytized animals also occur in the awake animal and, if
is strongly related to two properties that are dependentcorrelations exist in awake animals, whether they have
on a neuron’s position within the visual pathway, con-similar properties and underlying mechanisms to those
nectivity, and receptive field type. Cells with polysyn-that we have observed here.
aptic inputs from the LGN tend to synchronize with each
other, as do cells with monosynaptic input, but cells
tend not to synchronize across groups. Similarly, com-Mechanisms Underlying Synchrony

What is the origin of the spontaneous synchronized ac- plex cells are more strongly synchronized with other
complex cells and less so with other simple cells. At thetivity that we observe? One possibility is that the two

cells and others in the local area are all driven by a very least, these results suggest that in the absence of
visual stimulation, the cortex is loosely divided into twocommon input of remote origin. It has been suggested,

for example, that g frequency oscillations in the visual functionally distinct circuits, each with its own internal
synchrony. Given that the connectivity and receptivecortex are generated remotely in the LGN (Ghose and

Freeman, 1992) or retina (Neuenschwander and Singer, field types of neurons vary with cortical layers (Gilbert,
1977; Ferster and Lindstrom, 1983, 1985; Hata et al.,1996; Castelo-Branco et al., 1998). Alternatively, syn-

chronized activity could be organized locally through 1991), the distinct circuits might correspond roughly to
different cortical layers or groups of layers.recurrent synaptic interactions. Silva et al. (1991) have

shown in vitro that spontaneous or electrically evoked Visual stimulation superimposes on this horizontal
pattern of synchrony a columnar pattern. The opticalactivity in layer 5 can drive other layers of the cortex

when neuronal excitability is enhanced pharmacologi- recordings of Arieli and colleagues (1995, 1996) indicate
that the synchrony across the surface of the cortex iscally.
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relatively undifferentiated in the absence of a stimulus. thought to arise from nonspecific common synaptic in-
puts (Kruger and Aiple, 1988; Eckhorn et al., 1993). SomeIn the presence of a visual stimulus (Figure 9), however,

the degree of synchronization between cells increased neurons, for example, could make monosynaptic con-
nections with one cell in a pair, and polysynaptic con-or decreased depending on whether the cells were si-

multaneously active or not. At the same time, the width nections with the other cell, broadening the correlogram
and shifting its peak away from zero. Narrower correla-of correlation is also strongly modulated. This surely

means that cells within different orientation columns will tions with delays centered near zero likely represent
more specific common input, such as a monosynapticexhibit different degrees of synchrony depending on the

visual stimulus. This columnar pattern could interact in input to each cell from a third group of cells (Toyama
et al., 1981a, 1981b; Ts’o et al., 1986). Narrow spikea complex way with the ongoing activity, since neurons

that are not responding to the stimulus, though less correlations with delays displaced from zero have been
interpreted as reflecting monosynaptic connectionsstrongly correlated than in the absence of a stimulus,

retain a significant degree of synchrony (Figure 9). One from one cell to another (Toyama et al., 1981a, 1981b;
Ts’o et al., 1986; Alonso et al., 1996). Our results suggest,might have speculated that the visual stimulus, acting

through lateral inhibitory connections, would completely however, that these interpretations need to be made
cautiously. The spike correlation between the cells indisrupt the broad, horizontally oriented pattern of spon-

taneous synchrony and replace it with a purely columnar Figure 7, for example, is extremely narrow and is dis-
placed from time zero, and yet the intracellular recordspattern. Instead, it appears that the horizontal pattern

remains intact and is reorganized only within the col- suggest that any monosynaptic connections between
these neurons are weak at best.umns of cells responding to the stimulus.

Membrane Potential Synchrony Functional Significance of
Subthreshold Synchronizationand Spike Synchrony

What events are occurring in the membrane potentials Synchronization among nearby and widely separated
neurons (Gray et al., 1989; Gray and Singer, 1989; Engelof two cells to give rise to the synchronized spikes that

are so often observed extracellularly? One possibility is et al., 1991a, 1991c) has been postulated to contribute
to higher perceptual processes such as feature bindingthat the cells receive occasional brief bursts of synchro-

nous suprathreshold synaptic activity. In this scenario, (Singer and Gray, 1995). In an analogous proposal, syn-
chronous activity in the motor cortex (Murthy and Fetz,when the cells are not spiking the synaptic inputs would

be largely uncorrelated. Our results suggest just the 1996; Riehle et al., 1997; Lee et al., 1998) might be inte-
gral to motor processing. Synchrony has also been sug-opposite: that correlation of the synaptic inputs occurs

almost continuously. gested as a mechanism of lower level coding. In the
visual system, synchronous spikes in nearby cells actWhat determines the exact relationship between the

shape of the correlogram for subthreshold potentials on as a kind of virtual neuron with its own small receptive
field made up of the overlapping regions of the two cell’sthe one hand and the spike correlogram on the other?

In our data, the spike correlations are invariably much receptive fields (Ghose et al., 1994; Meister et al., 1995;
Alonso et al., 1996). The membrane potential synchronynarrower than the subthreshold correlations, by a factor

of up to 10 (Figures 6 and 7). It is not difficult to arrive that we have observed could contribute to synchronized
firing observed in many of these studies.at a possible mechanism for this difference in widths.

One can take the extreme case in which the membrane On the other hand, strong synchrony among large
populations of neurons could interfere with one aspectpotentials of two cells are identical, but slowly varying,

making the correlogram of the membrane potentials of information coding. One of the fundamental questions
relevant to neuronal coding is whether the responsesvery broad. Assuming that threshold was identical in

the two cells, as the potential in the two cells reached of different neurons to a single stimulus are independent
or not. That is, is the trial-to-trial variability of the re-threshold, the two cells would fire simultaneously, lead-

ing to a very narrow spike correlogram. The problem with sponse in one neuron related to the variability in nearby
neurons? This question is critical to population coding.this scenario is its extreme simplicity. Slight changes

in threshold, DC offset, or amplitude of the membrane Response variability is usually associated with noise,
and a common assumption is that by averaging thepotential fluctuations in one cell would change the cell’s

spike times and severely distort or shift the spike correl- signals from many neurons, the brain reduces noise and
improves the detection of weak stimuli (Zohary et al.,ogram, without changing the membrane potential correl-

ogram at all. Given that the fluctuations in the two cells 1994; Britten and Newsome, 1998; Lee et al., 1998). But
averaging mechanisms are effective only if the noiseare never completely identical, it is striking that the spike

correlograms are as narrow as they are and that they in different neurons is independent, which our results
suggest is not the case. Even during a visual stimulus,have very similar temporal offsets to the membrane po-

tential correlograms. This would suggest that even in large membrane potential variations that are not locked
to the stimulus itself occur synchronously in two neu-the presence of large, slow fluctuations in the membrane

potential, it is the higher-frequency components that rons. Assuming that this activity constitutes noise and
not signal, the synchrony must surely reduce the efficacyplay the decisive role in triggering spikes (Reyes and

Fetz, 1993a, 1993b; Mainen and Sejnowski, 1995). of averaging in improving the resolution or detectability
of neuronal signals.Spike correlation is often used as an indication of

connectivity. Wide spike correlograms (15–80 ms) are There are other, more subtle possible functions for the
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where x and y are signals from the two neurons, 2T 1 1 is thecorrelation of low-frequency signals in cortical neurons.
number of samples in each signal and spanned either 1 s or 30 sResults from Lampl and Yarom (1993) in the inferior olive
(see text), and x and y are the means of the signals. The denominatorhave suggested that asynchronous synaptic inputs,
is the product of the standard deviations of the two signals and

when superimposed on synchronous slow fluctuations, therefore normalizes the cross-correlation. Thus, h(0) for two input
can result in nearly synchronous spikes (Reyes and Fetz, signals that are identical (or are scaled versions of one another) will

have a value of 1.1993b). One can speculate that in cortex, slow fluctua-
Spike correlograms (histograms of the latencies of the spikes intions of local origin serve to synchronize the output of

one cell measured relative to spikes of the second cell in the pair)neurons that receive visual inputs that are dispersed in
were calculated with a bin width of 1 ms. Histograms were normal-time by different conduction times (such as X and Y
ized such that their integrals are equal to one. To obtain the fre-

cells) or simply by random trial to trial variations in visual quency (in Hz) of coincident events at various delays, the counts
latency. Alternatively, the synchronous slow fluctuations values were divided by the total time of data collection.
in membrane potential could serve to synchronize
changes in the excitability of specific groups of cells Acknowledgments
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